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Neutral IGM

As we go back in time the Universe is 
expected to become more and more neutral



What happens beyond z = 6?

Star/galaxy formation?
Energy input?

Clumping and inhomogeneity of gas?
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Page et al; 2003



WMAP constraints on ( τes, n): Spergel al et, 2003

Tegmark et al, CBI





Reasons for believing 
reionization was prolonged

• Observational:    Claimed polarization of 
CMB indicates  an optical depth due to 
electron scattering of > 0.1 (more than 
twice optical depth back to z = 6).

• Theoretical:  Models for structure formation 
suggest that the first bound baryonic 
structures (first stars?) formed at z > 20



Cosmic Structure Formation-Cartoon

linear perturbation theory nonlinear simulations
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QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.



What are the first (and smallest) 
bound baryonic structures? 

When do they form?
(assuming CDM model)







First Stars First Stars ---- & First black holes? & First black holes? 

BARYONS need to COOLCOOL
on  a given mass scale, the 
HIGHEST  AMPLITUDE HIGHEST  AMPLITUDE 

FLUCTUATIONS FLUCTUATIONS condense first, 
at z~20-30

and are eligible to host the 
FIRST STARS FIRST STARS 

Hierarchical Galaxy 
Formation: 

small scales 
collapse first 

courtesy of M. Kuhlen



The first Stars: are they massive? The first Stars: are they massive? 

Metal free gas has to rely on inefficient H2
cooling: slow, quasi-hydrostatic contraction

Simulations suggest that 
the first stars are massive 
M~100-1000 M (Abel et al., 
Bromm et al.)

Metal free dying stars with 
M>260M leave remnant BHs

with MMseedseed≥≥100M100M
(Fryer, Woosley & Heger)





STRUCTURE FORMATION AND EVOLUTION: CAN 
THEY BE ADEQUATELY SIMULATED?

Gravitational Effects
well enough

Gas dynamics (including shocks and radiative processes)

probably well enough

Early star formation
possibly well enough

Feedback from stars and AGNs

always a need (though one hopes
diminishing) for parameter fitting





Key  Questions for Conference;
the universe from 1% to 10% 

of its present age
• What are the observational constraints on the 

overall ionized fraction of H and He at all z?
• What are the possible sources of ionization? 
• How can we discriminate among these by:

(a) Studying the sources?
and (b) Probing  the detailed structure  of the 
ionized and neutral IGM (clumping, HII region 
sizes, uniform ‘floor level’ ionization, etc)?



Requirements for reionization

Photoionization requires several UV photons per 
baryon in IGM.

Only 0.0001 of the baryons would need to be 
incorporated into O stars to provide these photons.

These stars would raise the mean metallicity to 
around 0.001 solar. 

How  well are these elements mixed?
Does the IMF switch to a “Salpeter’ form when 

some threshold metallicity is reached? 
How important is energy from early black holes?



Observational clues to how and 
when ‘dark age’ ended

• CMB polarisation (4 years of WMAP?)
• High-z ‘sub-galaxies’
• High-z supernovae or gamma ray bursts 
• Intermediate mass black holes 
• Evidence for X-ray ionization
• 21 cm fluctuation spectrum.
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LISA

Will see mergers
of 105 –107 Msol

black holes

2011?
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X-Rays from Accreting IMBHs

• � � Overall efficiency of accretion exceeds nuclear level.
• Accreting BHs emit a significant fraction of their energy in X-

rays.
• X-rays have a mean free path longer than the non-linear cosmic 

length scale.
• X-ray ionization is “inside out”, with low density regions 

(partially) ionized first - minimizing recombination losses.
• => Ionization from accreting BHs is efficient.



Observational clues to how and 
when ‘dark age’ ended

• CMB polarization (4 years of WMAP?)
• High-z ‘sub-galaxies’
• High-z supernovae or gamma ray bursts 
• Intermediate mass black holes 
• Evidence for X-ray ionization
• 21 cm fluctuation spectrum --- PROSPECTS FOR 

LOFAR AND SKA.





The HI spin temperature

Influenced by:
(i)  CMB temperature
(ii) Kinetic temperature -- via collisions and 

Lyman alpha scattering

21 cm line can be detected in emission, or  (at 
highest z)  in absorption against CMB 





21 cm tomography

Challenges:
(i) Sensitivity/angular resolution
(ii) Foregrounds (especially if there are non-

uniformities in spectral index)
(iii) Calibration difficulties  in comparing 

nearby  frequencies 







What determines the scales of 
structure in the 21cm emission?

• Clumping of gas
• Clumping of ionization sources (biasing effects?)
• Large ‘voids’ due to HII regions around brightest 

QSOs*
• Spatial variations in spin temperature

* Best bet for LOFAR





‘Fossil’ evidence at lower z       
(or  at present epoch)

• Lyman alpha forest (T , He II, etc)
• Extreme metal-poor stars (early mixing, 

‘flip’ in IMF from Pop III to Pop II, early 
mergers)

• Intermediate mass black holes (in halos or 
in bulges)



Confluence of bright prospects

• Detecting discrete objects beyond z=6: 
subgalaxies, GRBs, mini-QSOs.

• Detecting structure in CMB and 21cm  
backgrounds

• More powerful computer simulations based 
on a better-established cosmological model.


